Modern Farmer just described us as "the Nest for your indoor farm"
http://modernfarmer.com/2016/08/motorleaf/
Tedx Talk - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nh89hKil-8M

We are currently looking for candidates with a strong foundation in AngularJS and System
Administration.
You will head a small team responsible for delivering updates, testing, and bug fixes.
You’ll be a integral part in creating the infrastructure for our future developments, which go far
beyond hardware and an OS….
Requirements

















Minimum 5 years experience developing production-ready code
Experience with System Administration in Linux platform, Bash Scripts, Services.
Experience in AngularJS, NodeJS
Strong Understanding of C/C++ language
Strong understanding of Python
Strong understanding of SQLite and MongoDB
Experience with cloud native architecture preferably Microsoft Azure
Proficiency with IDE’s and debugging techniques
Ability to assess risks, scope, and obstacles as they relate to development deadlines
Ability to explain functionality and decision-making behind development projects that
you've worked on
Experience with GitHub versioning, merging.
Post-secondary degree or equivalent experience in computer science, user experience,
information architecture, or related field
Excellent verbal communication
Experience working on Asana and JIRA, self-organizing, managing high performance
teams
Strong understanding of Code Documentation
Lean Agile and Continuous Delivery knowledge and passion

NICE TO HAVE > > >





Experience with HTML/CSS
Working knowledge of Machine Learning Algorithms
Experience with Microsoft Azure

OTHER STUFF YOU SHOULD KNOW
Our team is full of humble yet confident people with lots of experience building companies. We
are fast moving and believe in planning and great execution. In 9 months we built our product,
sold 200+ units, and applied and completed the FounderFuel Accelerator Program only six
companies out of 400 make the cut).

We are looking for people that would like to make an impact in society. We offer an opportunity
for you to change the way people think and experience agriculture, changing forever how and
where your food comes from. We are looking for someone with a sense of humor, a keen eye for
detail, and the tenacity to have read this far and send us a message – right NOW.We are looking
for someone who's willing to join our team and influence the future of farming.
Perks and Benefits






Company Options
Flexible hours
Remote office possible
Generous vacation allowance
Family friendly environment

